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Abstract:Technology is evolving faster than image forensics. However now, image forensics has also gained pace with 

the integrated use of artificial intelligence. Neural networks are being used to train the data for effective detection of 

forgery in images. Presence of sophisticated software’s for manipulation makes it difficult to detect forgery with naked 
eyes so, it needs to be detected using tools like mat lab, open CV, etc. One major challenge faced by the researchers is 

to decide a benchmark dataset. There are a number of datasets available online. The existence of a benchmark dataset 

will make the comparison of existing algorithms easy and more meaningful. This paper analyze various existing 

datasets used by different researchers and found that no dataset is perfect or comprise of all type of attacks or is suitable 
for detecting all types of forgeries. Still there are datasets available like copy move dataset which cover most of the 

operations with suitable image size and number of images. Paper also presented a comparison between various datasets 

available based on different factors.  
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Introduction 
The main objective of this paper is to seek attention of the researchers to put forward the fact that the number 
of algorithms already exists but the problem is to make a comparison between them and to find out which is 
better.  The problem is that they have worked on separate databases. To prove the robustness of a particular 
algorithm one needs to have a common database and knowledge of existing algorithms. So, a benchmark 
dataset should be used. A benchmark dataset is a database which have qualities like large number of images 
available of both types, one set of pristine images and other set of forged images and datasets should be 
further divided into sub datasets on which various post processing operations are applied.[1][2][3][4] 

In order to prove one’s algorithm better than the existing algorithms one need to have some common 
standard of measurement. Either the dataset should be same or if the researcher uses his/her own dataset then, 
they need to have the knowledge of existing algorithm, so that they can feed their datasets into existing 
algorithms to check the result. [1][14] 

So, using different datasets could become a hindrance in the path of developing a better algorithm. For the 
same reason researchers need to decide not only to use existing databases but also the post processing 
operations performed on images after forgery. Whether the proposed algorithm is able to detect forgery after 
post processing operations like scaling, rotation, compression, blurring, etc are applied to them. Further in 
future for better performance of algorithm can be checked by increasing the number of datasets used. One 
more thing to be taken into consideration is that in real life all images will not be of the same size and with 
the same post processing alterations. Neither they will be in the same format. 

We also need to check whether existing algorithms can work without the presence of original images. The 
fact whether the datasets are available freely or shall also be considered. [1] Researchers need to be aware 
about the importance of a benchmark dataset. After doing thorough research this paper found that there are a 
number of datasets available but majority of researchers have used following datasets: MICC, Image 
Manipulation Dataset, CoMoFoD, CMFDdb, grip Copy-Move Hard (CMH), Copy-Move Forgery Dataset, 
CASIA and COVERAGE. In this paper a detailed comparison between the above mentioned datasets is given 
[5][6][7]. 

The comparison is done on the basis of various parameters like image size, no of attacks and level of attacks, 
number of images, forgery type etc. The paper is organized in the following manner. Section 1 is 
Introduction, Section 2 presents the available datasets and their advantages and disadvantages. The 
comparison table is presented in section 3 and section 4 comprises of discussion and section 5 shows the 
conclusion drawn. 

Datasets 

A. MICC 
MICC is most commonly used dataset. MICC dataset comprised of four subsets I.e MICC-F220, MICC-
F2000, MICC-F8multi, and MICC-F6000. In MICC-F220 there are 110 forged images and 110 are original. 
MICC-F2000 consists of 2000 images, out of them 700 images are forged and 1300 are original images. 
MICC-F8multi consists of 8 forged images with realistic multiple cloning.MICC-F6000 consists of 400 
images in which 160 are forged images and 160 are real images. From all these four datasets MICC-F220 is 
most commonly used by researchers. The forged images of MICC-F220 and MICC-F2000 are obtained from 
random selection of the square or rectangle of an image [1][2]. 
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Advantages 

This gives accurate results against Key-Point based forgery. 

Disadvantage 

This dataset has two common challenges which have negative impact on evaluation. First is it is applied to 
only two type of attacks i.e. scaling and rotation. Secondly it’s first three subsets have no ground truth images 
because of this the result is not accurate and does not give actual performance matrix.  Another disadvantage 
of this dataset is that it is not applicable to the block based detection algorithm [1]. 

B. IMAGE MANIPULATION DATASETS 
The aim of generating this dataset is to test high resolution images from the cameras. This is built to 
overcome the problem of MICC dataset because it is applicable to both type of detection (i.e. Key-point and 
block based detection).This dataset set is most robust against rotation with range of angle. Image 
Manipulation dataset consists of ten subsets. Few groups of researchers have used this dataset. [1] 

Advantage 

It is applicable on many type of attack like Rotation, scaling, JPEG compression etc. 

Disadvantages 

The size of the images is very large which intern increases the processing time in case of block based 
algorithm. Another disadvantage of this method is that it is not applicable for blur and the combination of 
attacks such as rotation-scale-noise. 

C. CoMoFoD 
CoMoFoD dataset composed of more type of attack such as distortion, post-processing attack, & colour 
reduction etc. which does not exist in previous datasets. It consists of two types of datasets: small sized image 
dataset, large sized image dataset. Each dataset contains original images with post processing attack and the 
total number of images is 10,000. However researchers haven’t used this dataset because the size of dataset is 
huge [1][2]. 

Advantages 

This is applied on more type of attacks. 

Adequate size of small size images dataset. 

Disadvantage 

Huge number of images in dataset 

If applying post processing attack on 200 original images to create another 5000 images then it create 
redundancy. 

Analysis of the interaction between intermediate attack and the performance of used algorithm is impossible 
[2]. 

D. CMFD db_grip 
This dataset is used for own copy move image forgery detection algorithm. The positive point of this dataset 
is that variation in image size is very low [1]. 

Advantage 

Applicable on scaling, rotation, JPEG compression and noise 

Disadvantage 

Not applicable on some attack like blurring attack and the combination of the attacks. 

E. COPY-MOVE HARD 
Copy move hard dataset consists of small images. This dataset gives in-depth analysis against various attacks 
like cloning, rotation, scaling and combination of attacks [1]. 

Advantages 

Robust against rotation, scaling etc. operations 

Disadvantages 

Not used by any other researcher except those who created this dataset. 
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F. CASIA 
It is widely used for evaluating multiple types of attacks. CASIA dataset consists of uncompressed images 
and JPEG images with different compression quality factor. IT consist of 7491 forged images and 5123 
original images [1][2][3][5][7][8]. 

Advantages 

Splicing images and post processing images are used. 

Disadvantages 

It does not provide ground truth masks. 

G. Columbia Uncompressed Image Splicing Detection dataset 
Columbia Dataset consists of small size of images. Total number of images are 363 from which 180 forged 
images and 183 original images. It provides edge ground truth masks for the evaluation of localization of 
forged images [2]. 

Advantages: 

Used for Spliced images forgery check. 

Disadvantage 

Not used for check post processing attack 

Resolutions of images are low 

H. RAISE Raw Image Dataset 
It consists of 8156 uncompressed images and the resolutions of images are high. Dataset contain different 
categories of images like indoor images, outdoor images, and landscape and nature scene. RAISE consists of 
four subsets: RAISE-1k, RAISE-2k, RAISE-4k and RAISE-6k.Total numbers of images in RAISE is 
8156[2]. 

Advantages 

High resolution images 

Uncompressed images are used 

Used for creating artificial sets with various JPEG qualities 

I. COVERAGE 
Coverage dataset only focuses on six types of intermediate attacks I.e. translation, scaling, rotation, free-
form, illusion and combination of them. In this dataset separate ground truth images are used for duplicate 
and forged region. This is developed to overcome the problem of Copy move forgery dataset. The limitation 
of copy move forgery dataset is limited number of images and lack of post processing attack [1][2].  

Advantages 

Numbers of images are large. 

Used for evaluation of post processing attack. 

Disadvantage 

The size of copy move region is quite large. 

J. COPY- MOVE FORGERY DATASET 
Copy move forgery dataset consists of 1020 images. The size of the images is medium and this is the 
advantage of dataset. There are four subset of this dataset i.e. D0 for plain attack.D1 for rotation, D2 for 
scaling, & D3 contain original images [1]. 

Advantage 

Size of image is medium 

Disadvantage 

Level of rotation attack is reduced. 

Lack of combination of different attack (rotation and scaling) 

Lack of post processing attack 
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Table 1: Comparison Table 

Dataset Method Forgery 

type 

Parameters Advantages Disadvantage 

CASIA, 

FORENSICS,

COLUMBIA[

3] 

C2RNN Image 

Splicing 

F-measure, 

Precision 

Suitable for Noise 

testing 

Only for 

Image splicing 

testing. 

YDB, PKU, 

TVPD, 

FLB[4] 

AMARCO

RD 

Re sizing, 

compression 

TRP,FPR,R

OC 

Suitable for image 

filter and re 

compression image 

testing. 

Does not 

discard 

distracter 

lines. 

CASIA v1.0, 

CASIA v2.0 , 

COLUMBIA[

1][2][3][4][5] 

DWT+ 

SWT 

Image 

splicing 

Sensitivity 

ratio 

Suitable for splicing, 

copy-move, rotation, 

scaling, deforming & 

no transformation. 

 

ALOI[6] Gradient 

based 

illuminatio

n 

descriptor 

Geometry, 

texture, 

lightning, 

JPEG 

compression 

and 

segmentatio

n 

Time, AUC Robust against any 

attack 

Impossible to 

test impainting 

attack. 

CASIA v1.0, 

CASIA 

v2.0[1][2][3][

4][5] 

LPQ-DCT Blur, 

compression 

AUC, 

Accuracy 

Suitable for splicing, 

copy move, rotation , 

scaling, deforming and 

no transformation 

______ 

FIRTH,DVM

M, 

CASIAv1.0, 

CASIAv2.0, 

CoMoFoD, 

MICC-

F220,UNISA[

1][2][8][4][5] 

Edge-

Texture 

Feature 

Authenticity

, post-

processing, 

geometric 

transformati

on 

TPR,TNR, 

F-measure 

and AUC 

Robust for unseen 

images testing  

 

 

 

------ 

 

Discussion 
Before starting detection of forgery attack, a researcher need to focus on various types of details such as 
image contents, selecting copy-move regions, types and levels of attack etc. So the dataset should be selected 
properly taking in consideration the fact that all types of forgery attacks should be covered. Comparisons of 
different datasets which are accepted by large number of publication are discussed in this paper. In many 
cases researchers have used only some portion of the datasets not the entire dataset so the result may get 
biased. The following subsections comprise of discussions on the datasets available on the basis of different 
parameters like image size, no. of images, type and level of attacks. 

Image Size 
Image size plays vital role in selecting a dataset for implementation because the image size is directly 
proportional to the processing time. The datasets with large image aimed at rivaling the size of images. And 
the datasets with small size images focus to reduce the processing time. Most of the researchers recommend a 
dataset with small images to save processing time. Normally images are in compressed form because the 
storage size on server is limited. Another reason behind this is limited quote of internet users [1]. 

Types of Level of Attack 

In CMFD, a dataset should have all possible forgeries that may include most or all intermediate and post 
processing attack. Unsuccessfully, it is impossible to create such comprehensive dataset. Among the existing 
datasets MICC dataset & CMH  is only for rotation and scaling, Image Manipulation Dataset , CMFD db grip 
and CoMoFoD is not suitable for testing post-processing attacks, CASIA and COLUMBIA dataset is suitable 
for splicing and rotation but COLUMBIA is not suitable for Post processing attacks, RAISE raw image 
dataset is developed for high resolution images testing , Copy move forgery dataset is similar to other type of 
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datasets because it is also not suitable for post processing attack ,last but not least COVERAGE is applicable 
for post processing attack testing etc[1][2][5]. 

Number of Images 

The number of image sizes, number of size of duplicate regions, and the number of attacks all together 
determine the total number of images in dataset. The difference between the numbers of images among 
different datasets is large. And researches may use small datasets to improve processing time. Unfortunately, 
a small dataset is not sufficient to implement the CMFD algorithm. If researchers use large dataset then it will 
take more time for testing process. Therefore, the paper suggests the dataset with medium range is 
appropriate [1][2][8]. 

Conclusion 

Researchers should use a common and popular dataset as a benchmark for comparing their algorithm with 
others and proving it more valuable and significant than existing ones. However after doing a detailed 
analysis this research concludes that out of available datasets some datasets support only key point based 
techniques and other block based techniques. Only few support both. This thorough literature review resulted 
with the fact that any dataset described above does not cover all the dimensions of post processing 
operations. There is no perfect dataset available which cover all the types of operations on the images. Still 
there are datasets available for researchers which cover most of the operations possible on an image. 
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